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he goal and result is an investigation and an 

exploratory design proposal, where my bigger 

question is; How can you give silence a space in T
A B S
T R A
C T

The point of departure of this Master’s thesis 
start in a curiosity of our psychological need 
for solitude and silence, and how places in the 
city could be designed to meet these needs. 

doctoral student in Civil and Environmental Engineering 

- applied acoustics.

The site that I chose is situated in the middle of central 

Gothenburg; Bältesspännarparken. The parks closeness 

to two main roads; Kungsportsavenyn and Nya Allén, 

where many people naturally move in their every-day life, 

as well as its connection to a green area in the city, makes 

it an appropriate context for the proposal. It is also a 

well-defined space and most importantly it is usually a 

noisy place; a criteria I wanted to create a contrast in 

both the aural, and the visual experience.

could be, and my focus landed on movements, the shape, 

scale and content of the spaces, materials and light.

The project is meant as 
an inspiration and invites 
you to celebrate the power 
of silence against the rattle 
of sound and find calm 

among the crowds.

an urban context. How can you let silence and calm be 

experienced through architectural spaces – and thus how 

do you, related to this subject, define silence?  

Investigations serve as the base for my design and were 

done by case studies, literature research parallel with my 

own explorations in form of models, sketches and site 

analysis. Here I have used an intuitive method where I 

first defined my statement, then did investigation without 

presumption in form of models. This to determine wanted 

criteria and architectural qualities. I then interpreted and 

refined this along the way, to finally implement it in a 

proposal. 

Since I have worked a lot with the aural experience, a 

big part of the investigation was also about acoustics. 

To my help I had literature and Erkin Asutay, 

The design proposal 

is my interpretation of 

what a dignified, silent, 

simple and neutral place 

in an urban context 



Photo by author. 
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Like the architect and sculptor Christopher 
Day, many -including myself- have been 
interested in how sound and silence affects 
us, especially when it comes to our built 
environment. 

hen talking about the development of 

Gothenburg, the desire is to have a vibrant, mixed 

city. A current trend within city planning and W
architecture today is to do open plans, creating interactive 

meeting places and spaces for extrovert activities - which 

of course affects the sound levels in these spaces. 

It is a fact that acoustics affect our health - psychologically, 

physiologically, cognitively - our behavour and our 

efficency. 

Physiological effects, starting at 65 dB with mental and 

bodily fatique, are well established. This is typical city 
S o u r c e : 
C. Day (2002) , 
"Places of the 
Soul: Architecture 
and environmental 
design as healing 
art"

In todays stressful, fast, 
info-bombing lifestyles, 
architecture can create a 

contrast to this. 

nois level. Street 

nois can reach up to 

90 dB, causing heart 

stress.
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This MT takes up the issue about our 
psychological need for solitude, and how 
places in a city could be designed to meet this 
need. 

olitude, or chosen loneliness, can mean that you need 

time for reflection or concentration, something that can 

be difficult to find in todays cities. The focus today is S
on interactive meeting places and extrovert activities. Rooms for 

solitude should be seen as a part of a lively city. It is about creating 

dynamics and well-being for its inhabitants. 

I believe it is important to create places where you can feel 

comfortable being alone without a defined purpose - all alone or 

“alone” together with others. 

I fell for a quote by a British Architect named Christopher Day, 

which goes; “Of all the healing forces in the world around us, 

silence is perhaps the greatest.” The “healing” in this case I 

mean  can be healing from effects like stress, depression, going 

through something hard, which we all do at some point, or dealing 

with common existential questions. But, except from this sort of 

“medical” needs/healing, I think it can also be simply solitude 

ad silence - not in a healing sense, but just filling a need we as 

humans have.  
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How can you give silence a space in 

an urban context?

How can you let silence and calm 

be experienced through architectural 

spaces - using shape, movements, 

materials and light as tools, and thus 

how do you, related to this subject, 

define silence?  

M y q u e s t i o n 
a t  i s s u e

Investigate and create an example of a 

space for silence and contemplation, that 

is open and accessible for everyone, in the 

middle of the city - where it is needed the 

most. 

Create an escape space where you can just 

stop for a shorter or longer while, breathe 

and recharge - a place without religious, 

commercial or cultural 

demands or symbols. 

Vi s i o n  &  g o a l 

Photo by author. 
Cathedral Ruin , 
Hamar,    Norway

he church is an example where the wish to 

be alone/silence is respected, but the religious 

association can seem excluding. T
Libraries are another example - but they have a clearly 

defined purpose, which gives the space a feeling and 

layout that fits these purposes. 

A third example is of course nature - which can be far 

away, or more or less unaccessible during some seasons.
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Photo by author.
Borl Castle, Ptuj, 
Slovenia

Photo by author.
Borl Castle, Ptuj, 
Slovenia
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ilence is not mere absense of sound -  but an 

independent sensory and mental state, an 

observing, listening and knowing silence. A S
powerful architectural experience eliminates nois and 

turns the consciousness to myself.

Experiencing a building is not only a matter of looking 

at its surfaces, forms and spaces, it is also a matter of 

listening to its characteristic silence.

“

”
S o u r c e : 
J. Pallasmaa (1994) , 
"Six themes for 
the next millenium"

The most essential auditory 
experience created by 

architecture is tranquility

/ Juhani Pallasmaa. Finnish 
architect, professor and writer 
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levels of visual & auDITORY silence

There is a distinction between a silent room 

and a room for silence

An anechoic chamber An unfurnished, simple room My dad sitting on a snowmo-
bile at a mountain landscape in 
Lapland

The Spiral Stairway, 

Cathedral, by James Charlick 
Personal space Interior of the Boston Library 

reading room 
A “conversation”

UN
PL
EA
SA
N
T

PL
EA
SA
N
T

litteral silence - 
complete 

absense of sound

empty, lonely 
silence with 

echoes

awkward 
silence

your own 
silence

concentrative 
silence

atmospheric 
silence

natural
silence

How a room sounds - echo, resonate, absorb - can make all 

the difference to the mood of the room. A church, living-room, 

restaurant etc. should sound different from one another. Materials 

and physical design can be arranged to achieve these effects. 

It is difficult to define silence as only one thing. Instead I think 

it has many different levels, and is affected by both visual and 

auditory attributes. So what I mean with silence and solitude 

in this case, that is healthy and pleasant, has both a visual and 

auditory aspect. Silence is experiences both through the ears and 

the eyes.  

defining silence
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C r e a t i n g 
c o n t r a s t 

A site where the building 

will stand in contrast to its 

surroundings.

U r b a n  n o i s e 
&  m o v e m e n t  

The site should be very close 

to the city center and the 

commercial, where many 

people naturally move daily.

A  d e f i n e d 
s p a c e

The site should be well 

defined and not too big nor 

too small. It should be easily 

accessible and visible.
G i v i n g , 

n o t  t a k i n g 

A site where this would be 

an added quality qithout 

taking a mayor one away

S
T

I
E

wanted criteria 
& attributes
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Aerial view over 
part of central 
G o t h e n b u r g ; 
B ä l t e s s p ä n -
n a r p a r k e n

The Garden 
Society of 

GothenburgKungsportslatsen 

The Grand 
Theatre 

Kungsportsavenyn 

Nya Allén 

Kungsparken 
The moat 

N

BÄLTESSPÄNNARPARKEN

GOTHENBURG

AREA: 
About 7 300 m2

1514



THE SITE IS A GREEN “WINDOW” ALONG THE
BUSY AVENYN

the NEW fountain A CALMING VIEW OF TREE TOPS AND MOVING CLOUDS 
CAN BE FOUND LOOKING UP

nya allen - THE OTHER BUSY, NOISY STREET 
BESIDE THE PARK 

KUNgsportsavenyn with baltesspannarparken 
to the right

the statue “baltesspannaren” 

ältesspännarparken is placed within Kungsparken 

in central Gothenburg.  Located along Avenyn, 

between The Grand Theatre and the entrance to 

the Garden Society of Gothenburg - “Trädgårn”. 
B

Since the late 1980s it has had a small round pond - that 

in the summer includes a fountain and in the winter acts 

as an artificial ice rink. The park is now undergoing a 

refurbishment where the pond is remade, but maintains 

its purpose. The park is also getting bigger lawns, and 

more plantings.

Today the park mostly acts as a passage, but is sometimes 

used for activities - such as markets and other small 

The park is located along 
Gothenburgs parade-
street Avenyn and the 
busy Nya Allén in the 

middle of the city.

events etc. The park is 

passed by cars, public 

transports, pedestrians 

and cyclists. 
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CENTRAL - IN THE MIDDLE OF THE ORTHOGONAL, 
URBAN COMMOTION

SURROUNDED BY NOIS, MOVEMENT AND A 
LOT OF PEOPLE

ALSO IN THE MIDDLE OF A GREEN, BEAUTIFUL, 
ORGANIC park area

80dB

SH
O

PP
IN

G

RE
ST

AU
RA

N
TS

O
FF

IC
ES

alleys spread

Noisy, but a sense of calm at the same time. A fairly empty 

space, that acts as a “window” or “painting” along Avenyn. 

Also a passage, and sometimes acts as space for social 

activities like markets, ice-skating etc. 

characteristics = CONTRASTS 
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similar function 

& IDEA
Chapel of Silence, Helsingfors 2012,) 
by K2S Architects

Like a Stone Chapel, Prague (2013,
by Antonio Mesquita

Meditation Space, Unesco, Paris (1995,) 
by Tadao Ando

Atocha monumento, Madrid 2007, 
BY Estudio de Arquitectura

Bruder Klaus Chapel, Mechernich 2007, 
by Peter Zumthor

Prayer and meditation pavilion, Sudan 2007, 
by Studio Tam Associati

Ecumenical Chapel, Mexico (2013, 
by BNKr Arquitectura

Silence Room, London (2011, 
by Alex Cochrane Architects

22 23



SALK INSTITUTE, CaLIfornia (1965, 
by LOUIS KAHN

Kapelle der VersÖhnung, Berlin (1999,) 
by Peter Sassenroth

VLP Chapel Grand Bigard, Belgium 2011, 
by TCCP Architects

plan layout, functions

& ambiance

MIT Chapel, Cambridge (1955, 
by Eero Saarinen

Venecia Park, Spain (2011, 
by HEctor Fernandez Elorza Manuel Fernandez 
Ramirez

St Henrys Ecumenical Chapel, Finland 2005, 
by Sanaksenaho Architects

Liyuan Library, Beijing (2011, 
By Li Xiaodong

acoustics

& materials

24 25



open to all, 

multi-functional

simple, natural 

materials and 

furnishing, no 
distractions

a space without 

sharp definition 

and an increased 
sense of 

turning inwards

placed in the middle of a central 

square - contrasting to its 

environment, and creating distance 

to its surroundings - giving 

a sense of separation. At 

the same time blending into the 

landscape

shuts out every outside noise, no 

plumbing or electricity

no windows; disconnects you 

from the outside world,

not intended to be completely silent, 

but rather encourage the visitors 

to lower their voices and take time 

to unwind

a simple, natural 

silhouette

A natural way of entering 

and exiting 

the space

using the shape and 

materials to create a 
wanted auditory and 
visual experience

CONCLUSIONS

a too 

distracting 

architecture

a too 

distracting 

light

lacks 
someone 
to talk 

to

having to enter antoher 

building to get to the space. 

you are met by an ordinary 

front desk and guards - 

not suitable to make somone 

feel relaxed 

religiously / spiritually 

bound - with layout and 

content accordingly

= excluding

a too small and 

intimate space takes 

away the ability too feel 

comfortable beeing alone 

among others 

surrounded by artificial, 

or soft, absorbing 

materials - gives an 

unpleasant silence 

and a feel of being in a 
padded cell

too hidden or 

distantly placed 

- already within a 

contemplative natural 

environment

too simple. 

too light to create 

a calming ambiance 

and contrast to the 

surroundings

26 27
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Photo by author.
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 did the case studies parallel with models and sketches. I started out 

without a fixed room program, trying to find out what qualities I 

thought would be important, and trying to find a spatial concept. 

I had no presumptions in the beginning, so the search was rather 

spreat out, touching on a mix of different things. I didn´t want to 

I
decide on a fixed design until much later on in the process. So “the search” is 

just as important, if not more, in this project as the final proposal. 

Examples of what I tested was a visual and auditory aspect of gradual 

transparency and separation - creating a progression. Thinking about if this was 

going to be more of a structure, or landspace, rather than a closed building. I 

also experiemented with movement, shapes and sizes of different spaces, lights 

and materials. 

“The search” is just 
as important, if not 
more, in this project 
as the final proposal.

Eventually I created a room program, and tried 

different concepts from that. The program and 

room conjunctions where developed further, where 

my motto came to be simplify and descale. RESEARCH CONCEPT DESIGN

S o u r c e :
w w w . p e t e r -
j t h o m s o n . c o m
[ 2 0 1 2 . 0 3 . 1 5 ]
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GRADUAL TRANSPARENCY

a good way to 

gradually shift 

focus and visually 

shut out noise and 

movement

a simple way to 

create smaller 

“rooms” in the 

park, without 

actuall walls

a simple way to 

create natural, 

beautiful, calming 

spaces
does not shut 

out noise 

aurally

using the trees ON the site

creating semi transparency and shadow play

32 33



using the landscape

develope the park as 

a “painting” along 

Avenyn - more 

dramatic 
a risk of the scale 

becoming too big

shaping the whole park 

34 35



creates a 

progression where 

you don’t see 

what is coming 

next

becomes too 

much of a 

sculpture, and 

lacks simplicity

a simple shape, 

with an interesting 

contrast between 

the exterior and 

the interior

no progression, 

and difficult to 

create multiple 

rooms - still 

keeping the shape 

simple

SHAPE, MOVEMENT, 
ENTRANCE/EXIT

a cut-out within a massive shape 

a spiral-shape where you gradually get 
furthur into an enclosement 

how does the directions and placement of the entrances, together with the shape of the room, 
affect the movements wITHIN the space?

36 37

entering the room 

along a wall, instead 

of towards the center 

decreases the feeling 

of “exposure” 



DEVELOPMENT OF THE PROGRAM 
& ROOM CONJUNCTIONS

PAUS/
PENTRY/
MEETINGFRONT 

DESK

SMALL 
SILENT ROOM

 

ENTRANCE 
ROOM 2

TECH & 
STORAGE

HWC

WC
 

CLOAK-
ROOM

THE PARK 

walls of 
reeds

MAINROOM

FOR SILENCE AND 

CEREMONIES

SMALL 
SILENT ROOM

SMALL 
SILENT ROOM

EXTERIOR
SILENT ROOM

 

WORK 
ROOM

walls of 
water

HWC
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 (
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m
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PARKING

SECOND DRAFT

“APARTMENT 
ROOM”

PAUS/
PENTRY/
MEETINGFRONT 

DESK

SMALL 
SILENT ROOM

 

ENTRANCE 
ROOM 2

TECH & 
STORAGE

HWC

WC
 

CLOAK-
ROOM

THE PARK 

walls of 
reeds

MAINROOM

FOR SILENCE AND 

CEREMONIES

SMALL 
SILENT ROOM

SMALL 
SILENT ROOM

ENTRANCE 
ROOM 1

WORK 
ROOM

walls of 
water

HWC

AR
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 (
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: 
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t 
40
0 
m
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PARKING

FIRST DRAFT

EXTERIOR
SILENT ROOM

 

PAUS/
PENTRYFRONT 

DESK

SMALL 
SILENT ROOM

 

ENTRANCE 
ROOM 2

TECH & 
STORAGE

HWC

WC
 

CLOAK-
ROOM

THE PARK 

walls of 
reeds

MAINROOM

FOR SILENCE AND 

(( CEREMONIES ? )) 

SMALL 
SILENT ROOM

EXTERIOR
SILENT ROOM

 

WORK 
ROOM

walls of 
water

HWC

AR
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 (
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: 
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t 
32
5 
m
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THIRD DRAFT

PARKING

ENTRANCE 
ROOM 

TECH & 
STORAGE

HWC

THE PARK 

walls of 
reeds

MAIN SILENT 

ROOM

SMALL 
SILENT ROOM

WORK 
ROOM

walls of 
water

AR
EA
 (
Fo
ot
pr
in
t)
: 
ab
ou
t 
25
0 
m
2

FINAL)

What is suitable for the site?

What is suitable for the purpose and functions?  

Process: simplification and descaling.
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A SPIRAL, two entrances

SPATIAL CONFIGURATIONS 
& INTERIOR SPACES

separated functions. two entrances A circular room within a rectangular. 
two entrances

40 41



MATERIALS & LIGHT
LIGHT THROUGH ROCKS IN A GABION

DETAILS MIRRORING EFFECTS CREATING ENDLESS ROOMS

WATER-WALL

42 43



T h e  b u i l d i n g  &  p a r k  s h o u l d . . . 

criteria  & attributes 
ESTABLISHED

have a sense of 
timelessness 

and dignity

not have a distinct 

direction or 

any symbols

have gentle 

movements 
and shapes

be welcome 
to all

shut out outside 

noise and limit 

background noise 

use architectural contrasts 

as a method of amplification. 

(We become aware of one 

experience when it 

is set against another.

give a calm, 
contemplative 

impression and feel 

enclosing - shutting out 

the surroundings 

be simple and neutral, 

but have some focal points.

Non-monumental

and  non-pretentious 

be independant - placed 

as an alone pavilion - 

standing in contrast to 

the environment

extrovert

open

LIGHT

transparent

MOVEMENT

NOISE

urban

introvert

closed

DARK

opaque

STILLNESS

SILENCE

nature

S o u r c e : 
www.magic4walls.
c om/wa l l p ape r/
[ 2 0 1 5 . 0 3 . 2 4 ]
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View towards 
the entrance of  
the building
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The Country Counsil 

(Landstinget) or the 

Municipality owns the 

building

It is run by a non-profit 

voluntary organization 

and can be rented - as a 

neutral forum that various 

occupational groups can use 

at their disposal

O w n e r s h i p  &  M a i n t e n a n c e

PRACTICAL 
CONCEPT

BY WHO

one/two caretakers:+
someone from 

“stadsmissionen” 

or a counselor

someone from 

a church or 

similar

a meditation 

guide

etc. 

everyone

secondary,
for example:

i
a day of

yoga 

a day of information 

(about a religion, 

“stadsmissionen”,  

homelessness..etc.)

a day of

meditation 
a ceremony

etc.

HOW

primarily:

/contemplation

silent 

reflection

someone to 

talk to

get 

perspective

read/

concentrate/

pray

breathe/

recharge

just be/
be “alone”

U s e
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Creating distance 

& contrast
Gradual shift in focus - 

visually & aurally

SPATIAL 
CONCEPT
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he project includes, not only the building, but the 

whole park. The building is placed as an island/

pavilion, in the north corner of the site, furthest T
away from the busy streets, to create a progression and a 

sense of seperation. 

The park is covered with a field of beautiful reeds, with 

narrow paths leading through it and towards the building, 

and also some bench pockets where you can sit down and 

get a nice view over the reeds and towards Trädgårn.  The 

building is placed according to existing trees. 

A

A

SITEPLAN 1:1000
52 53



DISTANCE

DISTANCE

PLACEMENT OF 
EXISTING TREES

MOVEMENTS THROUGH THE PARK

AERIAL VIEW TOWARDS NORTH-EAST

The park has 

paths with gentle 

movements and 

shapes that connects 

the areas around the 

park

The prolongation of 

Södra Vägen is kept as a 

pedestrian-bicycle-path - 

but is made smaller 

The building is placed 

as an independant - an 

alone pavilion - standing 

in contrast to the 

environment -  just being!

It is placed in the north 

corner of the site - to 
create distance and 

progression from the two 

main roads

The existing trees on the site 

are kept (and used), and the 

building is placed according 

to them. 

Both standalone trees 

and alleys are retained 

- together they create 

a nice contrast of 

organized and free 

PLACEMENT

The park is covered with 

reeds, with som bench-

pockets and beautiful 

lighting
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SECTION A-A 1:300

0
10

m
5
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FACADE TOWARDS SOUTH 1:200

0
5m

N

PLAN 1:200
Dimensions in MILLIMETERS

19 300

19 300

THE PARK 
about 6 750m2

ENTRANCE ROOM 
 34m2

TECH 
 10m2

STORAGE 
 4m2

HWC
 6m2

WORK ROOM
 13m2

SMALL 
SILENT ROOM

 11m2

MAIN 
SILENT ROOM

 130m2

SPATIAL PROGRAM 

& ROOM CONJUNCTIONS

ENTRANCE 
ROOM 

TECH & 
STORAGE

HWC

THE PARK 

walls of 
reeds

MAIN SILENT 

ROOM

SMALL 
SILENT ROOM

WORK 
ROOM

walls of 
water

AR
EA
 (
Fo
ot
pr
in
t)
: 
ab
ou
t 
25
0 

m2

AUDITORY PRINCIPLES

A = ABSORB
 

B = BLOCK 

C = COVER-UP

D = DIFFUSE
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FACADE TOWARDS WEST 1:200 FACADE TOWARDS NORTH 1:200

A simple, pure circle - no 

backside, contrasting 
to the surrounding. 

A smaller central entrance 

room is created within. 

The roof is lifted at the tips to 

create different ceiling 
heights. 

This way the building also 

becomes more visible

The outer circle is cut to 

create an entrance - the outer 

walls envelopes the 
visitor and frames 
the view towards the 

entrance. 

The outer circle is formed into 

a spiral

The space is divided into funcions. 

The inner circle is 
moved from the center to better 

divide the sizes of the functions.

The walls are made 
radially from each specific 

point of the outer spiral. 

SHAPE

WATERBORNE UNDER FLOOR HEATING 

Natural ventilation
Taking advantage of the double construction 

and fresh air from the reeds
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FACADE TOWARDS EaST 1:200

NATURAL ELEMENTS AND MATERIALS 
HAVE NATURAL SOUNDS AND APPEARANCES 

MATERIAL PALETT

REEDS

IN
 
T
H
E
 
P
A
R
K

F
L
O
O
R
IN

G
W
A
L
L
S

C
E
IL

IN
G

WARM-GREY POLISHED
CONCRETE

WHITE CONCRETE WITH 
CAST IN NATURAL 
ROCKS

NATURAL ROCKS + 
SOUND ABSORBING 
MATERIAL

WARM-GREY SMOOTH 
CONCRETE

LIGHT GREY POLISHED 
CONCRETE

WHITE WASHED PINE SAND MATT BIRCH PLYWOOD

A water-waLl GRAVEL

F
U
R
N
IT
U
R
E

Creates a 

mirror-effect 

from the reeds and 

their shadows

The light reeds and trees stand 

in contrast to the heavy 

concrete walls

The shape together with the heavy 

construction and few materials is what 

gives it a sense of timelessness and 
dignity

Creates a semi-transparent 
view and beautiful moving 

shadow-play 
A natural element that is 

beautify through all seasons 

Creates a semi-transparent blurred vision 

- gives a slow-motion effect. 

Shuts out som sound, but also acts as cover-
uphe plan gives a small, simple, round building with 

few rooms built up of few and natural materials. 

The round shape is something that came intuitively, T
early in the process, since it felt appropriate for the site, and 

for the function - creating an enveloping space. It also works 

well for creating shifts in focus. 
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DOUBLE-CONSTRUCTION

EXPLODED VIEW SHOWING THE THREE 
DIFFERENT PARTS OF THE BUILDING

Exterior wall - 
sandwich element - 
concrete 
- cast in rocks

Exterior wall - sandwich 
element + acoustic wall 

Double concrete 
walls - interor

Concrete + acoustic 
wall

DETAIL 1:20

armature 
under rocks

DETAIL - WATER WALL / www.saferain.com
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S o u r c e : 
www.youthquaker-
blog.wordpress.com
[ 2 0 1 5 . 0 3 . 2 4 ]

S o u r c e : 
http://www.weath-
er-forecast.com/
[ 2 0 1 5 . 0 3 . 2 4 ]
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PROGRESSION 

B

C

E

F

G
D

SECTION B-B 1:100

0
2.

5m

entering the park

A narrowing path 

Immediately surrounded by beautiful, soft reeds in elbow-height 

Your focus shifts from the urban towards the reeds, the trees and 

the building

Vegetation gives softnes, life and seasonal rythm, and also creates 

natural sents and sounds 

SECTION C-C 1:100

getting closer to the building

Starts hearing pouring water - first in a hidden gutter in the ground 

- and soon from a 2,3 m water wall on one side of the path 

The water wall creates a semi-transparent, blurred vision towards the 

urban commotion. It shuts out some noise but also acts as a sound 

diversion

The visitor comes closer to the white concrete with the cast in rocks 

and the simple plywood door

no symbolic or ornaments revealing the inside

The path has become so narrow that only one person at a time can 

enter
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SECTION D-D 1:100

In the round bench 
there is room to 
leave shoes and 
electronics which 
are not alowed in 
the silent space

The water gutter 
along the wall also 
alows you to wash 
your hands or drink 

some water 

The circular room 
forces the visitor fo 
focus on her self 
- you stand fac-
ing away from each 

other

inside the entrance room

A different ambiance - an enveloping room, 

darker materials 

Only natural light is coming in through a roof 

top window, lighting up the way to the silent 

room, and through artificial lighting behind the 

smaller rocks 

You get a small peak into the office - the 

person working here can have some overview 

Absorbed silence - outside noise is shut out and 

the minimal background noise is masked by 

running water  

INSIDE THE ENTRANCE ROOM, TOWARD THE OPENING TO THE SILENT PART
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SECTION E-E 1:100

leading out towards the 
silent room

You go through a narrow, roof-top lit 

passage with smooth concrete walls 

on both sides

This way you don’t enter in the 

center of the room

Also a sound blocker  

The work rooms is lit by a window 

that prolongs in the roof. The silent 

space can be entered directly from 

the room

SECTION F-F 1:100

The simple act of 
lighting a candle 
when entering the 
sroom adds to the 

“ritual” and ambiance

inside the silent room

The ambiance remains - the darkness is 

comforting and intimate

“Visual” silence - the sound bounces 

between the hard, curved surfaces, 

allowing you to only whisper 

Increasing ceiling-height

In here you can finally rest without any 

distractions. The room is practically 

empty exept from a few pallets

A roof top window gives you a view 

towards the sky and a tree crown - here 

you can just focus on the movement of 

the clouds and the leaves and just be

SEcTION G-G 1:100

the smaller silent room

Absorbed silence

 

You can sit down and talk to someone without disturbing anyone 

A narrow window - in eye height of a sitting person - gives you a 

view over the top of the reeds field and out towards Trädgårn. Here 

you get a different perspective of the city 

The simple act of 
lighting a candle 
when entering the 
sroom adds to the 

“ritual” and ambiance

THE SAND ON THE FLOOR 
DAMPENS IMPACT SOUNDS 
AND ALSO ACTS AS A 
MEDITATIVE ELEMENT 
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VIEW TOWARDS THE MAIN, AND THE SMALLER SILENT SPACES
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S o u r c e : 
w w w . s e a t t l e d -
u c a t i o n 2 0 1 0 .
wordpress . c om/
[ 2 0 1 5 . 0 2 . 1 5 ]
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eflection
I believe that in this project, the background and 

the process should be seen as equally important R
as the “final” design. 

For me the project has been a lot about searching and 

raising important questions about the subject, and finding 

different answers or solutions, rather than giving one 

precise. That is why I put most of my time during this 

MT on experimenting, rather than finalizing a ready-to-

build-design. 
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fter developing the idea about what I wanted to do 

as a Master Thesis, the next step was to find an 

appropriate site. I immediately decided to do the A
project in central Gothenburg since I wanted it to be in a 

big city, and since it is a well-known context for me. I saw 

the benefits of being in the city I was going to work with. I 

took out a map of Gothenburg and started brainstorming and 

looking at empty spots close to the city center. After this I 

put up some criteria and attributes for what I was looking for. 

By comparing the sites to my wanted criteria I narrowed 

it down to just a few that I looked closer at. I took out 

seven sites that I analyzed some more. After some feedback 

and discussion with several people, I finally chose the one 

I thought would be most suitable and fun to work with - 

Bältesspännarparken. Here are the other six sites I looked at.  

C r e a t i n g 
c o n t r a s t 

A site where the building 

will stand in contrast to its 

surroundings.

U r b a n  n o i s e 
&  m o v e m e n t  

The site should be very close 

to the city center and the 

commercial, where many 

people naturally move daily.

A  d e f i n e d 
s p a c e

The site should be well 

defined and not too big nor 

too small. It should be easily 

accessible and visible.

G i v i n g , 
n o t  t a k i n g 

A site where this would be 

an added quality qithout 

taking a mayor one away

1



Lilla Bommen  

Tredje Långgatan 22-24 Kungsportsavenyn 40 

Södra Hamngatan 47/The fire plot 

Stora Nygatan 

N

MAP OF GOTHENBURG 
2 3



LILLA BOMMEN

Area: about 13 000 sqm

An area between the Opera, the guest harbour and Nordstan. 

Also the end of Kungsportsavenyn. 

The city will grow towards the water. The new communications; 

Väst- and Operalänken will pass here and thus more people will 

use the area.  Today the site doesn’t use its full potential and a 

building here could create a nice scene looking towards the water 

from Avenyn.

The difficulties with this site is the size - it is too big for my 

intentions for the project. 

SÖDRA HAMNGATAN 47

Area: about 450 sqm  

This is “the fire plot” - a left over plot in the middle of 

Gothenburg, by Brunnsparken. 

This is today an unused plot with a lot of potential. It is right 

in the middle of the commercials and where many people move 

daily.  This could be an “odd”, but nice adding to the context. 

The site is very small and narrow, and despite its closeness to 

Brunnsparken it is still a bit hidden.  I feel that this site could 

fit a better purpose than the one I intend.  
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BRUNNSPARKEN

Area: about  3 100 sqm 

A  square and a traffic node in the middle of central 

Gothenburg. 

This site is filled with both motion and noise daily, and is 

a big meeting point in Gothenburg. It has a beautiful view 

towards the moat and the water. 

I felt that a risk with this site could be that you cut of the  

important communications. 

KUNGSPORTSAVENYN 40 

Area: about 4 000 sqm  

A narrow plot along Kungsportsplatsen, beside the City Library. 

 

The site would be interesting due to its location along Avenyn. 

It is a plot close to a lot of motion and noise, and it also has a 

direct connection to Södra Vägen. It could be interesting to do 

an infill and strengthen Avenyn.  

The plot is very narrow and a bit small, and since you already 

have the library here, this adding could feel unnecessary. I 

would also prefer to have it closer to the commercial - Nordstan, 

Kungsportsplatsen etc. 
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GRÖNSAKSTORGET

Area: about 3 500 sqm   

This area is called a square, but is currently just a big parking lot 

between the cities shopping-streets and Kungsparken. 

A site that could use a make-over. I consider it too important to 

use as a parking lot. It has a beautiful view towards the moat and 

Kungsparken. It is also a well-defined plot with a good size for my 

project, and it is a “noisy” site close to where people move. 

The parking-lot has to be moved, which can be difficult. Despite 

its closeness to the city center, I would rather have it even closer 

- I see this as the outskirt rather than a plot in the middle of the 

commotion. 

TREDJE LÅNGGATAN 22-24

Area: about 1 200 sqm  

An old building that is currently under discussion about its 

condition and whether it should be torn down or renovated. 

Långgatorna are streets with a lot of life and variety and this 

could be an interesting adding to that. People move here 

during all hours of the day. If I were to use this site I would 

clear the plot from the existing building. 

It is a small and narrow site. Even though this is an 

interesting context, I think it is too far from the city center 

and the commercial. It is also not a very “noisy” place. 



the sight of 
S I L E N C E
in search for a pause in 
the urban commotion
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